Durable and lightweight temporary wall system from Duramax allows for rapid deployment of temporary rooms and isolation spaces

The free-standing modular PVC panels come ready to assemble allowing for a clean and fast setup with no dust or debris. The non-porous smooth panels are easy to clean and maintain, heavy-duty and impact resistant—designed to withstand the most demanding environments.

With many configurations possible, quickly and easily divide your existing internal space to suit your needs. Install as a single standalone barrier, combined continuously to create a linear wall, or at a 90 degree angle to create individual spaces.

**Features & Benefits:**

- Coated with Microban Aegis Microbe Shield, an antimicrobial surface treatment that molecularly bonds to the surface making it inhospitable to germs.
  
  Microban Aegis Microbe Shield Ratings:
  - Health Canada PMRA PCP#15133
  - US EPA # 64881-2

- Modular system allows easy, clean, and rapid deployment and installation.

- Non-porous surface, easy to sanitized if needed.

- Lightweight and strong panels for easier transport, assembly, and reconfiguration.

- Environmentally sustainable – 100% recyclable with zero cut-off waste.

- UV stabilizers prevent discoloring and cracking.

- Multiple configurations possible with multiple packs.
**Temp Wall** by DuraMax is a temporary modular wall system that is quick and easy to install, reconfigured and remove. It’s a fast and flexible solution to create temporary spaces.

**Technical Specifications**
- Product numbers: DW6080
  Dimensions: 60” width x 80” length x 1¾” thickness
  Approx. Wt. = 50 lbs.
- Microban Aegis Microbe Shield Ratings:
  - Health Canada PMRA PCP#15133
  - US EPA # 64881-2

**System Components**
- 3 x Interlocking Duramax PVC Panels
- 1 x U-Channel
- 2 x Foot Plates
- 2 x Standard Top/Bottom Clips
- 1 x T-Style Clip
- 12 Stainless Steel Screws / Screw Caps

Retail Pack Size: 4” x 21” x 87” (hardware included) Approx. Wt. = 63 lbs.

**Tools Required:**
- Cordless Drill
- Drop Cloth
- 2 person for assembly
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**Multiple configurations possible with multiple Temp Wall packs**

![Diagram showing various configurations of Temp Wall packs](image)
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**DURAMAX**
TEMP WALL MODULAR PANELS
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